MYSO Engineering
Division B and C Presentation

What is Engineering?
●

You’ve probably heard of many types of engineering:
○
○
○
○

●

○
○
○
○

Chemical
Software
Hardware
Civil

○
○
○
○

Systems
Materials
Nuclear
Aerospace

...and more!

Engineering is the application of math and science to solve problems
○

●

Mechanical
Electrical
Biological
Biomedical

Math, physics, chemistry, biology are all fundamentals that are necessary for various
types of engineering

That’s a lot for one month!
○
○

That’s why we’ll only be covering physics fundamentals, general engineering concepts,
and three large ﬁelds of engineering
Speciﬁc topics on the next slide

Topics Covered
1. Physics fundamentals

3. Electrical engineering

●

Kinematics

●

Circuits basics (voltage, current, resistance, voltage dividers)

●

Forces and Newton’s laws

●

Motors

●

Torque

●

Digital logic

●

Energy and work

●

Div C only: Microcontrollers (Arduino UNO ONLY), diodes,
thermistors, thermocouples

2. Mechanical engineering

4. Software engineering

●

Simple machines

●

Basic stresses and strains

●

Coding concepts with Scratch/Python/Java

●

Mechanical material properties

●

Software development methodologies

●

Certain manufacturing processes

●

Div C only: Gears, statics problems

5. General
●

Engineering design process

●

Safety factor

●

Precision and accuracy

Distance vs Displacement
●

Distance is the total length of
the path taken between two
points
○

4

White path: 5 + 4 + 8 + 4 = 21
8

●

Displacement is the straight
distance between the starting
point and ending point
○

Cyan path: 12

4

12
5

Speed vs Velocity
●

Speed is a scalar
○
○
○

●

2 m/s

Speed is magnitude of velocity
e.g. a car is driving 5 mph
Average speed: total distance / total time

Velocity is a vector
○
○
○

Indicates both magnitude and direction
of movement
e.g. a car is driving 5 mph northeast
Positive/negative in the coordinate plane

(2,0)

(-1.73, -1)
/s

2m

Acceleration
●

Acceleration causes the velocity vector to change in magnitude OR
direction
○
○

●
●
●

Rate of change of velocity vector
Velocity is to position as acceleration is to velocity

For 1D motion: a = ΔV/Δt
For still objects or objects moving at a constant velocity, acceleration is 0
Acceleration may not be equal for objects moving at constant speed
○

e.g. In circular motion, even if an object is moving at the same speed, acceleration
depends on the velocity and radius

Kinematics and Projectile Motion
●
●

Kinematics: the branch of physics concerned with
the motion of objects
4 central kinematics equations
○
○
○
○

●

Equation 1 relates velocity and acceleration
Equation 2 relates change in position to average velocity
Equation 3 relates change in position to velocity and
acceleration
Equation 4 relates current velocity to initial velocity,
acceleration, and change in position

Projectile motion is a special case
○
○

Objects in the air only experience downwards gravitational acceleration
Trajectory is determined by initial velocity imparted on the object

Force
●
●
●
●

●

Forces cause an object to accelerate
Common forces come from gravity, contact, magnetism, etc.
“Net force” is the sum of all the forces on an object
Newton’s laws
1. An object will keep its current velocity unless acted on by a force
2. Force is equal to mass * acceleration (F=ma)
3. For every force, there is an equal and opposite reaction
Fnet = ma (“Net Force” = mass * acceleration)

Free Body Diagrams
●

throwback to Structures month :)

A free body diagram shows the forces (pictured as arrows) acting
on an object (pictured as a dot)
normal force
(force from ﬂoor pushing back on
box--otherwise the box would go
straight through the ﬂoor!)

friction
(force from box
sliding on ﬂoor)

applied force
(force from person
pushing box)

gravity
(on Earth, 9.81 m/s2)

Equilibrium
●

throwback to Structures month :)

An object is in equilibrium if there the forces are balanced so that there
is no net force
○
○

This means its horizontal forces balance out and its vertical forces balance out
(sum of forces to the left = sum of forces to the right, similar for up and down)
Diagonal forces can be split into their components
40 N

50 N

2N

30 N
50 N

40 N
✅ In equilibrium:
40=40 (vertical), 50=50
(horizontal)

50 N

5

50 N
40 N

❌ Not in equilibrium:
40≠30, object would be
moving downwards

N

36.87°

4N

4N

5N
✅ In equilibrium:
2+3 = 5, (vertical),
4=4 (horizontal)

3N

Torque
●
●
●

Force that causes rotation around an axis
Depends on the force, radius, and the angle between them
Magnitude of torque = r * F * sin(ϴ)
○
○

Torque is a vector quantity, and is deﬁned by the cross product (r x F)
The direction of the torque vector can be found with the right hand rule

Energy and Work
●

Potential energy: energy stored due
to an object’s position
○
○

●

PE = mgh
PE = 0

Kinetic energy: energy of motion
○

●

Gravitational potential energy = mass *
acceleration of gravity * height = mgh
Also have elastic, electrical, magnetic
Kinetic energy = 0.5 * mass * speed2 =
0.5mv2 (usually written as v for velocity, but
actually represents speed)

Work: change in energy
○
○

Also equal to force * displacement * cos θ
(θ is angle between force and displacement
vectors)

A book on a table has higher potential
energy than a book on the ﬂoor

Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering is a very broad branch of engineering that encompasses many core aspects.
Although there are more, here are a few fundamental areas.

●

Dynamics
○
○

●

Solid Mechanics/Materials
○
○

●

Analysis of material properties, deformation, and forces
Structural design, ﬁnite element analysis

Thermodynamics
○
○

●

Study of forces and the motion of mechanical systems
Applications: Robotics, car suspensions, roller-coasters

Analysis of thermal energy, work, and its applications
Engines, cooling systems, power generation

Fluids
○
○

Study of how ﬂuids ﬂow and interact with
Aerospace (planes, spacecraft), hydraulics/pneumatics, naval engineering (ships + submarines)

Simple Machines
●
●
●
●

Pulleys: used to redirect tensile forces in rope
Inclined planes: often used to easily move objects
vertically
Wheel and axle: used to allow objects to roll and easily
move
Levers: can be used to gain leverage to amplify force
○

●
●

Three classes with diﬀerent locations for the force,
fulcrum, and load

Wedges: often used to split apart two objects
Screws: turns rotation into linear movement, often
used for fasteners

Stress and Strain
●

Stress
○
○
○

●

How much force is concentrated on an area
Average stress = force / cross-sectional area
Pascals: same unit as pressure

Strain
○
○

How much the object gets deformed
Normal strain = change in length / original length

10 N
20 cm
1 cm

Stress is
10 N / π(0.12) m2
25 cm

Strain is
(25-20) cm / 20 cm
= 5 cm / 20 cm
= 1 cm / 4 cm

Mechanical Material Properties
●

Young’s Modulus
○
○

●

Yield Strength
○

●

The point at which the material starts to physically
“break”

Brittle Materials
○
○
○

●

The stress at which an object goes into “plastic” or
permanent deformation

Ultimate Strength
○

●

Object’s resistance to deformation
Deﬁned as stress/strain

High Young’s modulus
Tends not to deform, breaks instead
(yield strength is close to ultimate strength)

Ductile Materials
○
○
○

Tends to deform before breaking
Lower Young’s modulus
Distinctly deﬁned “elastic” and “plastic” regions

Source:
https://www.smalley.com/sites/default/ﬁles/Tensile%20Stren
gth%20Curve.jpg

FDM 3D Printing
FDM (Fused Deposition Modeling) 3D printing is commonly found in consumer 3D
printers. 3D printing is unique for its ability to create complex geometry.
●
●

Builds up parts from layers of molten plastic
Layers are created by a nozzle that extrudes molten plastic onto a ﬂat “print bed”, and moves
around according to instructions from a microcontroller

Considerations for 3D printing
●

Avoid overhanging features because parts are built
up layer by layer, so 3D printers have generally have
trouble printing in midair with nothing underneath

●

Ensure the part being printed has adequate contact
area with the print bed to avoid unsticking

●

Consider the orientation of the layers, 3D printed
parts are weakest when their layers are being pulled
apart

CNC Milling
CNC - Computer Numerical Controlled
Milling Machine - A machine that uses a spinning “end mill” cutter
in order to carve out material
CNC Mill - A computer controlled milling machine. These
machines can create complex and precise parts out of many
diﬀerent materials, most notably metals.
A simple CNC machine typically has 3 axes, meaning the machine can
move the cutter in the X, Y and Z directions
●
Complex CNC machines may have more axes for more complicated
parts
●
Parts may be reoriented by hand between CNC operations on a 3 axis
CNC for more complicated parts (such as sideways features)
Considerations for CNC Machining
●
You must manually specify a proper “feed rate” for the machine
depending on the material, cutter RPM, and other variables
●
Consider where the endmill can physically reach in order to avoid
any features on your part that cannot be machined
●

3 axis CNC

5 axis CNC

Waterjet
A waterjet cutting machine sprays an extremely high pressure jet of water sometimes
with an abrasive material added to blast through sheets of material (including metals!)
● Useful for making parts out of sheet stock

Considerations for waterjet parts
● Only 2D proﬁles can be cut (you cannot cut only
“halfway through” like a CNC machine can)
● Cutting through thick material will result in a
“draft” angle, meaning the sides of the part are
non parallel
● Waterjet cutters cannot pierce material that is too
thick

Sheet Metal
Metal is ﬁrst cut out of thin sheets on a machine such as a waterjet machine or a high
power laser cutter. These parts are then bent using a die and a press in order to give
them 3D shapes.
● Method is very popular for consumer products and can be very cheap when
manufactured in bulk
● Bends and geometry of sheet metal parts can lend a large amount of strength to
otherwise thin and weak sheets
Considerations for sheet metal parts
● There exists a minimum “bend” radius based on
the thickness and type of metal
● Being made out of sheet metal restricts the
shape of your parts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BodjtkH1htU

DIV C ONLY: Gears
Gears are commonly used to transfer power between rotating shafts
Combining diﬀerent sizes of gears allows rotation speed and torque to be
changed
●

TorqueDriven = TorqueDriver*(TeethA)/(TeethB)

●

SpeedDriven = SpeedDriven*(TeethB)/(TeethA)

In summary,
●

A small gear driving a big one will increase torque, and decrease speed

●

A big gear driving a small one will decrease torque and increase speed

DIV C ONLY: Statics
● Special type of problem in which no components are moving
○
○

Sum of forces has to balance: Fnet = 0
Sum of torques (often called moments in statics) balances: M net= 0

● Solving statics problems usually relies on setting up equilibrium
relationships (See equilibrium slides!)
○
○
○

Choose an object in the statics problem, and draw a Free Body Diagram (see
that slide too!)
Set up equilibrium force and moment equations in the X and Y directions
(choose a point to take the moments/torques about)
Solve the system of equations using all 3 equations to ﬁnd the unknown forces

DIV C ONLY: Statics (worked example)
Given problem

1. Free body diagram

How much load does each leg support?

Note the choice of point a as the reference point for
torque because the torque from F1 will be 0 at this point
(this makes the math much simpler!)

2. Equilibrium equations
(1) Fy net = F1 + F2 - 200 N = 0
(2) Fx net = 0
(3) about point a:
τnet = -200 N * 300 cm + 400 cm * F2 = 0

3. Solve
Solve (1):
-200 N * 300 cm + 400 cm * F2 = 0 → F2 = 150 N
Plug result into (2):
F1 + 150 N - 200 N = 0 → F1 = 50 N

Electrical Engineering
A broad discipline of engineering concerning electrical systems
A huge variety of topics:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Signal processing
Power and energy
Controls and automation
Computing
Semiconductors
Telecommunication systems
Electric vehicles
Electronics and microelectronics
and more!

VOltage, Current, and Resistance
●

Voltage: the diﬀerence between the electric potential energy at two
points, which causes electrons to ﬂow through a circuit
○
○

●

Current: the rate of movement of electric charges through a circuit
○

●

The ﬂow of charges itself is also often called “current,” but in equations, “current” refers to
the rate of movement

Resistance: the measure of opposition to current
○

●

Always measured as a diﬀerence between two points
Electric potential energy

Like voltage, measured between two points

Ohm’s Law connects the three in an equation: V = IR
○
○
○
○

Voltage = current * resistance
Volts (V) for voltage (easy to remember!)
Amperes/Amps (A) for current
Ohms (Ω) for resistance

Resistors In Series and Parallel
●

●

Series: Resistors are chained back to back
○ Total resistance formed by adding the individual resistances
■ E.g. for the pic below, R_total = R1+R2+R3+R4
Parallel: Each resistor is on its own branch
○ Reciprocal of total resistance is sum of reciprocals of individual resistances
■ E.g. for the pic below, 1/R_total = 1/R1+1/R2+1/R3+1/R4

Kirchhoff’s Laws: Voltage Law
Kirchhoﬀ's Voltage Law (Loop Rule)
● All voltages changes in a closed loop must sum to 0
5V

-3 V

2V

-2 V

+2 V
0V
0V

5-3-2=0

2V

2V

-2 V
0V

0V

2V

2V

2V

+5 V

5V

0V

0V
0V

2-2=0

0V

Kirchhoff’s Laws: Current Law
Kirchhoﬀ's Current Law (Junction Rule)
● Current going into a junction must equal
current going out
● Conservation of charge/mass
○
○

Can remember it like water going through a
junction in a pipe
Every drop that enters must also exit

i2

i1
i4

i3

In = Out
i1 + i2 = i3 +
i4

Motors (Brushed)
DC Motors
● Use electromagnetism to spin a shaft
● Brushed motors use “brushes” to switch direction of current inside the
motor for continuous rotation
Motor Characteristics
● Motors produce the most torque and
draw the most current at 0 RPM
● Produce less torque and draws less
current as speed increases

Digital Logic
●

Analog = continuous, digital = discrete
○

Abstraction of voltage, electronic signals into ﬁnite values

(https://coeleveld.com/arduino-analog-vs-digital/)

●

Binary: base 2 counting system (decimal is base 10)
○
○

●

In decimal, we have digits 0 to 9, and each place is a power of 10
■ e.g. 126 = 1*102 + 2*101 + 6*100 = 1*100 + 2*10 + 6*1
In binary, we have digits 0 and 1, and each place is a power of 2
■ e.g. 1011 = 1*23 + 0*22 + 1*21 + 1*20 = 8 + 2 + 1 = 11 in decimal

In digital logic, binary refers to how we have 2 opposite values: 1 and 0,
high and low, on and oﬀ, true and false

Logic Gates
●

Components that can be combined into digital circuits/systems
●
●
●
●
●

AND: both are true
OR: at least one is true
XOR: exactly one is true
(exclusive OR)
NOT: inverts its input
NAND, NOR, and XNOR are
opposites of AND, OR, and XOR;
note the small circle
representing NOT
Buffer (no change, ampliﬁes
weak signal)
0 → 0, 1 → 1
NOT (aka inverter)
0 → 1, 1 → 0

DIV C ONLY: Microcontrollers (1)
Microcontroller: a small programmable computer that can
read electrical inputs, send output signals, and perform
relatively simple computation
Power
● Arduino can be powered from USB, Vin or 5V pins
● Arduino operates on 5V logic (~5V -> 1, ~0V -> 0, see
digital logic slide)
● 5V and Ground pins provides a regulated 5V source
○
○

Best used for logic signals, the UNO’s 5V regulator can at
most provide ~800 mA
Use an external source instead for powering high current
motors or other devices

DIV C ONLY: Microcontrollers (2)
Digital Pins (right side of board)
● Can read in a 1 or a 0 corresponding to ~5V or 0V
● Can also output a 5V or 0V signal
○

●

Used for low current digital logic, NOT used to directly provide
power to motors or other devices (>40 mA can damage pins)

Certain pins can output a Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) signal
○

Switches rapidly between 5V and 0V to imitate an analog signal

Analog Pins (bottom left of board)
● Can read in an integer value from 0-1023 corresponding to a range from
0V-5V
● Can also output regular digital signals (0V or 5V)

DIV C ONLY: Diodes
●

Only allows current to ﬂow in one direction
○

●

Relies on semiconductors -- materials that can
either conduct electrons or prevent current
○
○

●

Anode (+) to Cathode (-)

P-type semiconductor is electron deﬁcient (think p = pos),
n-type semiconductor is electron rich (n = neg)
Voltage in forward bias recombines electrons, allowing
current; reverse bias keeps positive charges and electrons
apart, preventing current (depletion region)

Semiconductors and LEDs rely on bandgaps
○
○

Inherent energy levels; when electrons can excite across the
energy gap, the material acts as a conductor
LEDs emit light = energy of bandgap

allaboutcircuits.com

DIV C Only: Diodes (cont)
●

All diodes have a certain “forwards” or “threshold voltage”
○
○
○

●
●

Need to exceed forwards voltage for diode to start to conduct, otherwise
blocks current
If current is ﬂowing through the diode (forwards bias), it will always “drop” the
forwards voltage across the diode
Silicon diodes have a forwards voltage of 0.7V

Excess amounts of reverse voltage can cause “breakdown” and
cause reverse current to ﬂow
Applications
○
○

AC to DC conversion (rectiﬁers)
Reverse current protection

Div C Only: Thermistors
●
●

Popular electronics device used in many thermal sensing techniques
Essentially a resistor whose resistance depends on temperature
○

●

If know relationship between R and T, can just measure resistance of a thermistor to get
the temperature of its environment

Actual relationship complicated, but some approximations:
○

○
○

First order temperature coeﬃcient: ΔR = k*ΔT (linear approximation)
■ If k is positive, thermistor is PTC (positive temperature coeﬃcient). If negative,
thermistor is NTC (negative temperature coeﬃcient).
Steinhart-Hart (third order approximation): 1/T = a + b*ln(R) + c*[ln(R)]3
■ a, b, c are speciﬁc material parameters
B or β parameter equation:
■ R0 is known resistance at temperature T0
■ Only valid for NTC thermistors

Div C Only: Thermocouples
●

Popular thermal sensing device widely used in lab setups for temperature
detection. (Think, fancy thermometer!)
○

Relies on Seebeck eﬀect: A temperature gradient in a conducting material produces an
electromotive force (i.e. a voltage diﬀerence)
(Left) Example of operation of a type K thermocouple. Temperature
difference across the chromel and alumel leads cause voltage
differences, which can be measured to calculate the difference in
temperature. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermocouple

●

Common thermocouples
○
○
○
○

Type K (chromel-alumel): inexpensive, general purpose. Average sensitivity with
temperature range 40 K - 1600 K
Type T (copper-constantan): More sensitive than K but smaller range, sometimes more
expensive. Most often used for cryo (cold) conditions 10 K - 600 K
Type J (iron-constantan): inexpensive, high sensitivity. Temp range 70 K - 1000 K
Type N (Nicrosil-Nisil): expensive, low sensitivity, extremely stable. Range 10 K - 1500 K

Software Engineering (SWE)
●
●

Design and development of computer software (programs, applications,
systems, etc.)
The software development process has many parts
○
○
○
○
○

●

Many diﬀerent development models
○

●

Requirements/speciﬁcations: what does it need to do?
Design: how to organize the system?
Development: implementing the system
Testing: is it reliable and eﬃcient?
Deployment:
Waterfall, V, agile, etc.

We’ll just be covering basic programming concepts!

Div B: Scratch
●
●

An introductory programming language
Demo game: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/345567553/
○
○

●

Click the green ﬂag to start
Controls are WASD to move, mouse to aim

Lots of types of blocks!
○
○
○
○

Motion: position, movement, and
orientation of sprites
Looks: “say” (makes speech bubble),
appearance, size, color
Sound: self-explanatory :)
Events: use to check when certain
special events happen, also messages
for sprites to tell each other when to do
something

○
○
○
○
○

Control: if statements and loops
Sensing: checking collisions, user
input, time
Operators: math, comparisons (>, <, =),
working with characters
Variables: deﬁning custom variables
My Blocks: deﬁning custom functions

Variables
●

A way to store information and give it a name
○

EX: we store health for our bunny’s health and boss health for
the dragon’s health

○

EX: we use speed to store how fast the rabbit moves so that if
we want to make it faster or slower, we can just change speed
instead of having to change the value for each key W, A, S, and
D

●

In other coding languages, sometimes you have to
give variables a type too
○

EX: in Java, we would say int health where “int” means “integer”
so we know that health is a number

code for rabbit movement

If statements
●

●

If a condition is true, run this code
○

EX: if W is pressed, move the bunny up

○

EX: if the dragon gets hit by a carrot, lower its health

code for rabbit

There are also if-else statements, where “else” is
like “otherwise” in English
○

Useful because sometimes we don’t have to check every
single possible case

○

e.g. if it’s Saturday OR it’s Sunday: sleep in!!! else: wake
up for school :( → just use an if-else statement instead of
checking if it’s Monday OR it’s Tuesday OR it’s
Wednesday…etc.

code for dragon

Loops
●

Do something repeatedly when a
condition is true
○

EX: the dragon continues to attack and
teleport until it runs out of health

●

In other coding languages, we use
while loops
○

repeating something until a condition
is false is the same idea as repeating
something while a condition is true

code for dragon

More about loops
●

Scratch also has a forever loop
○

Equivalent to saying repeat until (1+1=3, which is
never!)

○

●

or while (1+1=2, which is always!)

Why do we need this here?
○

Without it, we would only check this if statement 1
time and then be done, so health will never get
changed again!

○

We need to repeatedly check if the dragon is
touching a ﬁreball

Even more about loops
●

Another type of loop used in coding is a for
loop
○

EX: pick a random number between 5-20, let’s say 13.
making 13 ﬁreballs is basically saying just:
for each number from 1 to 13, make a ﬁreball

●

A very common concept!
○

EX: taking attendance is basically just:
for each student in a list, call out their name and
mark them present or absent

code for ﬁreballs

Functions
●

Blocks of organized code that perform speciﬁc
tasks
○

●

EX: dragon’s attack

What’s the point?
○

Organization: makes code easier to understand when
you split it up into sections

○

Repeatability: if we wanted to use this same code
somewhere else, we can just use the attack block

●

Functions can also have inputs/outputs
○

just like in math where you put in an x and get a y

○

EX: a sum function could take in inputs a and b, and
output a+b

Other Computer Science Topics
●

You don’t need to learn or memorize any of these!
○
○

●

How can we ﬁnd a speciﬁc object in a list or sort a list?
○

●

Diﬀerent programming paradigms like object-oriented and functional programming
Abstract data structures like stacks, queues, linked lists, trees

How do we measure how fast our code is?
○

●

Search and sort algorithms like binary search, various sorting algorithms

How do we organize data and systems?
○
○

●

We will provide enough context if we ask questions related to these
These are just for anyone who’s curious :)

Big O notation for runtime/eﬃciency

How do we keep track of our code?
○

Version control such as using Git and GitHub

General engineering topics
●
●
●

Although there are many ﬁelds of engineering, many of them have a lot in
common
Engineers have to meet certain requirements (criteria) given some
limitations (constraints) like time, materials, cost, etc.
Engineers follow the engineering design process to ideate, design,
prototype, test, and iterate (more details on the next slide)

Engineering Design Process
●
●

●
●

●

●

How do we approach engineering
problems?

Deﬁne and research the problem (e.g.
look over the Science Olympiad rules
manual for constraints/criteria)
Brainstorm possible ideas (e.g. sketch
out possible ideas)
Create a prototype for a possible
solution (e.g. use simple materials you
already have around the house)
Test and evaluate the prototype (e.g.
identify why your Boomilever broke and
how to improve it)
Iterate on the design to improve it as
needed

Precision vs Accuracy
●
●
●

Accuracy: how close a measurement is
to the real value
Precision: how close measurements are
to each other
Can have any combination of the two, as
shown to the right

Source: https://wp.stolaf.edu/it/gis-precision-accuracy/

Safety Factor
●

●

●

●

throwback to Structures :)

If a certain part of a structure would only say see loads between 600
pounds and 800 pounds, you might not want to design the part to
fail at exactly 800 pounds as it would be very likely to fail in real life
Instead, engineers design parts with a safety factor, so that they can
withstand the maximal value of the real world load, plus some more
margin
For example, in the above case, if the part was designed to fail at
1000 lbs, it would be said to have a safety factor of 1.25 since
1000/800 = 1.25
The formula for the safety factor is: maximum load / current load

What to Expect
● Questions about topics from speciﬁc ﬁelds of engineering
○
○
○
○
○

Fundamental physics concepts
Mechanical engineering
Electrical engineering
Software engineering/programming concepts
Some problem-solving questions related to other engineering ﬁelds, no prior
knowledge is needed

● General problem-solving with case scenarios
○
○
○

Following the engineering design process
More conceptual and intuitive questions, less calculations (especially for Div B)
Applying knowledge to real life applications

Special thanks to Science Olympiad at Cornell for the development of this resource.

